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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an outfit recommendation system based on deep learning. Our goal is to use the system not only to judge an outfit if it is good or not but also to recommend good outfit to users when it is given a pool of cloth items. Our proposed model includes two parts: one is feature extractor based on ResNet-50, and the other is a binary classifier which is to classify the outfits into good ones and bad ones. Since our model is based on deep learning, it is necessary to use huge data to train the model. We collected a dataset which consists of 409,776 outfits with 644,192 items from the famous fashion website called Polyvore.com. With this dataset, we trained our model and the performance of it is over 84%. And our model can also recommend daily outfit to users.

1. Introduction

Fashion has a tremendous impact on our society \cite{1}. Clothing is the most important thing that people should consider every day. People want to look good, as we can see that there are lots of online social sites such as Instagram or Facebook where people can show their fashion pictures to the world. Also people like to buy lots of clothes to try different styles to make them look more appealed, which is reflected in the growing online clothing sales, reaching 370 billion dollars in the US by 2017, and 191 billion euros in Europe\cite{2}, also over 103 billion RMBs just on one festival day in Taobao.com, an E-commerce website in China.

Since fashion is such a not only popular but also extremely complex topic in our daily life, it is important for us to study about it. However, we cannot make it manually. Recent years more and more researchers started to use computer vision to study on fashion \cite{3, 4, 5, 6}. One of the main task is application domain of fashion recommendation \cite{7, 8}. The main focus is to parse clothing from photographs, which is widely used on online shopping sites. In addition, it will make people’s life more convenient if there is a system which can suggest good outfit to users based on the clothing that the users already have. An occasion-oriented clothing recommendation is given to suggest the most suitable clothing from the user’s own clothing photo album \cite{9}, which just put attention to the occasion not the outfit itself.

In this paper, our goal is to judge if an outfit is good or not. In our case, we mainly put attention to the outfit itself to see if the combination of kinds of clothing items is good or bad, rather than consider about the characteristics of the users or the scene behind the users, which makes our system so general that it can be used in every domain. What’s more, our aim is to use the system to recommend good outfit to users based on their clothing items. The scenario illustration of our system is shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1 An scenario illustration of the outfit classifier system](image-url)
2. Related Work

What to wear is the most important thing people care about every day. Also fashion has become a hot topic in recent years. This is shown in the growing interest in fashion-related research.

Firstly, since fashion is a huge topic and it includes huge data, too. So models based on deep learning is the best choice to study fashion. Easy-to-use models [15, 16] are very popular because their computational power of graphical processing unit, also problem-oriented models [10] are welcomed since their performance are pretty high. In our work, we use ResNet-50 as our feature extractor, which is able to extract all information in the image.

Secondly, some outfit related applications such as identifying people based on their outfits then to predict occupation [11], finding outfit similarity [12], recommending good outfits to users [13], and predicting the existed outfit style [14] are the works related to our goal. However, most of the approaches here use annotated data, which is not suitable for general situations. Otherwise, in our case, the model we propose is more general, allowing user to judge the outfit itself.

Thirdly, there are a lot of fashion recommendation systems, like generating outfit according to the user’s body color [15] and recommending outfit to user according to the occasion like wedding, dating, etc. [13], both of them use manually annotated data like above. But there are other systems use unannotated data like [5] uses data from Polyvore.com, just the same as ours, to recommend items to users according to their personal preference.

Finally, the attributes of cloth items like color, style [16] and texture [17], etc. are also considered to prove the outfit recommendation system performance good. As for color, O’Donovan P proposes a model that can rate the preference of people to 5 color combinations [18], which can be used in outfit to see if the color of the outfit is proved to be a good combination or not; And the same with style, which is used in [19] to recommend items according style. These attributes of items can be used as a method to prove that the judgement or the recommendation of our outfit is good or not.

3. Dataset

3.1 Dataset Creation.

We used a novel dataset from a clothing-oriented online website Polyvore.com, shown in Figure 2. In this website, user can create an outfit from a pool of items by himself/herself and post the outfit to share with others. Each shared outfit includes information such as outfit name, items in the outfit, similar styles, comments about the outfit, number of how many people like the outfit and so on.

Fig. 2 An example of shared outfit

3.2 Training Dataset and Testing Dataset.

In order to train our model, we need training and testing dataset, and in both training and testing dataset, we need good samples and bad samples. Firstly, we select outfits which the number of likes is more than 1 as our good samples. Here we have 21,623 outfits to be good samples. Then, we create bad samples by randomly using the cloth items in good samples.
4. Proposed Model

4.1 Overview of the Model.

Our model is based on deep network, which mainly includes two parts: feature extractor and binary classifier, the architecture of our model is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, we use the feature extractor to extract all kinds of useful information like color, texture, etc. from the input image, then the extracted information is put into the binary classifier to get “1” or “0”, “1” means that the input outfit is good, and “0” means bad.

![Feature Extractor Diagram](image)

Fig. 3 The architecture of our model

4.2 Feature Extractor.

Since the training of the network is huge, we use ResNet-50 [14] as feature extractor in our model. The input of the network is image of cloth item in an outfit. In order to extract the feature of one image of item, firstly, we preprocess image to make the size of the item in the image consistent, then we resize the image into 224×224 pixels. We can get a 2048-float feature vector at the 5th pooling layer of the ResNet-50 for each cloth item in an outfit. In order to train the outfit classifier, we concatenate all the feature vectors of all the items in an outfit into one long feature vector as the input of the binary classifier described below.

4.3 Binary Classifier.

In our model, the binary classifier is a 2-layer MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptrons). The input of the network is the long feature vector of an outfit described above, and the output of the network is “0” or “1”, here “0” means the outfit is a bad one and “1” means the outfit is good. We trained our model with the dataset to form our binary classifier.

4.4 Outfit Recommendation.

After we have our outfit classifier model, which can judge if an input outfit is good or bad. Also we can use it to recommend outfit to users. The architecture of the system of outfit recommendation is shown in Figure 4. A pool of cloth items is given to the system, then the system can generate some outfits, input these outfits to the outfit classifier to get the judgement respectively, here we changed the output of the MLP to range from 0 to 1 instead of just “0” or “1”. We sort the results of these outfits and choose the first one as our recommendation to the users.

![Outfit Recommendation Diagram](image)

Fig. 4 The architecture of outfit recommendation system
5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Performance of Outfit Classifier.
We trained our model with the training dataset in section 4. And here we use the testing dataset to test our model. We put these outfits into our model, and we can get the performance of accuracy about 84%, which proves that our model works well.

5.2 Performance of Outfit Recommendation.
In our outfit recommendation system, we give the system a pool of cloth items shown in Figure 5. Then the system generates several outfits randomly, and these generated outfits are put into our model to get the judgements ranging from 0 to 1. After sorting these judgements we can get the top 4 good outfits shown in Figure 6.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we presented an outfit recommendation system based on deep learning. We created a novel dataset based on outfits rather than cloth items by selecting suitable outfits from the fashion website named Polyvore.com. We proposed a model that uses ResNet as a feature extractor and a 2-layer MLP as a binary classifier. Since the ResNet is already well trained, we put our attention to the training of our binary classifier. We tried several impossible models and found out that the 4096-fully-connected model performs best. Our model can judge if an outfit is good or bad with high performance. Also it is can be used in the outfit recommendation system, which is given a pool of cloth items it can recommend the users the best outfit generated from the input items.
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